Professional Bartenders

Our Bartenders
Please choose from the following bartender skill levels
to complete your Libaration experiences. All of our
bartenders are impeccably presented, polite, courteous
– and will always endeavor to provide you with an
immaculately prepared bar and delicious cocktails.
Libaration bartenders have worked all over the UK
for weddings, parties, celebrity events, and corporate
functions. We work ofr top event management
companies, top venues, hotels and for private clients.
Call today and discover why Libaration is the premier
bar service provider.

Cocktail Mixologists
Cocktail Mixologists are our entry level bartender. They are all extremely
skilled at mixing our delicious cocktails, managing the bar, and
interacting with your guests. Their role is to politely and efficiently mix
your drinks, and serve them skillfully and attentively.
They will prep the bar when they arrive, lay out your glassware and setup all the bar backs and equipment they will require for service. Once
set-up, they will begin preparing garnishes and mixes in readiness for
your guests arrival at the bar.
Our aim is to give you a first class service, and our bartenders are the key
to that end. They are trained to be amenable to specific requests and
will always go the extra mile to deliver a first class event.

Cocktail Mixologists Charges
Libaration Cocktail Mixologists work for a minimum of 5 hours, which
includes travelling time, to and from your event.
All Libaration Cocktail Mixologists wear black shirts, black ties and black
trousers, unless otherwise requested.
The minimum charge for our Cocktail Mixologists is £150. Additional
hours are £30 for each hour they work after this period has elapsed.
Hours are billed in half hourly segments, and are rounded up. Time
sheets will be sent to the customer after the event, and any additional
hours will be invoiced afterwards if applicable.
If the Cocktail Mixologist works for longer than 6 hours we request that
a meal is provided and that a 15 minute break is included (which can be
taken at the end of the shift.)

Flair Bartender
Flair Bartenders are our premium bartenders. They are not only expertly
skilled at creating our sensational cocktails, managing the bar, and
interacting with your guests, they are also highly skilled flair bartenders
who can juggle a variety of bottles and incorporate this skill within
the preparation of your cocktails. Their role is to not only politely and
efficiently mix your drinks, but to dazzle your guests with their elaborate
service.
They will prep the bar when they arrive, lay out your glassware and setup all the bar backs and equipment they will require for service. Once
set-up, they will begin preparing garnishes and mixes in readiness for
your guests arrival at the bar. They may also clear a space and lay down
some specialist floor so that they can perform effectively.

Flair Bartender Charges
Libaration Flair Bartenders work for a minimum of 5 hours, which
includes travelling time, to and from your event.
All Libaration Flair Bartenders wear black shirts, black ties and black
trousers, unless otherwise requested.
The minimum charge for our Flair Bartenders is £195. Additional hours
are £40 for each hour they work after this period has elapsed. Hours
are billed in half hourly segments, and are rounded up. Time sheets will
be sent to the customer after the event, and any additional hours will be
invoiced afterwards if applicable.
If the Flair Bartender works for longer than 6 hours on site we request
that a meal is provided and that a 15 minute break is included (which
can be taken at the end of the shift.)

Magic Bartender
Magic Bartenders are our ultimate bartenders. Libaration magic
bartenders, are themselves incredibly versatile bartenders, being able
to flair, juggle, mix and prepare cocktails. However they also have an
amazing talent for magic and are able to incorporate tricks and illusions
within the preparation and serving of cocktails. Their role is to not only
politely and efficiently mix your drinks, but to dazzle your guests with
their elaborate service, and their vast array of magical trickery.
They will prep the bar when they arrive, lay out your glassware and setup all the bar backs and equipment they will require for service. Once
set-up, they will begin preparing garnishes and mixes in readiness for
your guests arrival at the bar. They may also clear a space and lay down
some specialist floor so that they can perform effectively.
Our aim is to give you an incredible bar service, but with added thrills and
wow factor. All of our magic bartenders are not only skilled in all aspects
of flair bartending – but are simply magnificent at entertaining your
guests at all times.

MAGIC Bartender Charges
Libaration Magic Bartenders work for a minimum of 5 hours, which
includes travelling time, to and from your event.
All Libaration Magic Bartenders wear black shirts, black ties and black
trousers, unless otherwise requested.
The minimum charge for our Magic Bartenders is £400. Additional hours
are £80 for each hour they work after this period has elapsed. Hours
are billed in half hourly segments, and are rounded up. Time sheets will
be sent to the customer after the event, and any additional hours will be
invoiced afterwards if applicable.
If the Magic Bartender works for longer than 6 hours on site we request
that a meal is provided and that a 15 minute break is included (which
can be taken at the end of the shift.)

Libaration Staff Limitations
The safety of our Libaration staff and your guests is always at the
forefront of our minds, and for that reason, it is important that:
Libaration bartenders, staff & contractors operate in accordance with
the 2003 licensing Act and reserve the right to refuse goods or services
for whatever reason if in their opinion, the ‘customer’ or ‘guests’ display:
a)
b)
c)

Insufficient or invalid ID when challenged.
inappropriate, abusive, or inebriated behavior.
signs of drug or other illegal substance misuse.

For complete definitions of the service, including full terms and
conditions to all the above, please refer to our terms and conditions
contained at the Libaration website.

